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ANT-2xxx upgrade files 
 

The upgrade file(s) are NOT located in this folder due to customers updating with the 

wrong file for the product or hardware revision of a product they have.  
 

If you have no specific issues with the currently installed version of firmware then there is no 

reason to update. 

 

To request an update file please provide the complete version information for the currently 

installed firmware in the product you have, then contact us on support@antrica.com or +44 1628 

626098, during UK office hours 

 

The current code in the encoder can only be upgraded to newer version of the same thread. If the 

details in the “code” column matches the current code in the encoder and the upgrade file name 

then that upgrade file can be used. 

 

Model code encoding codecs 

ANT-200x V1 xxxxx_80_0_  H264  

 V2 xxxxx_80_0_ H264 

ANT-220x V1 xxxxx_80_1_ H265/264 

 V2 xxxxx_80_1_ H265/264 

ANT-2400x V1 xxxxx_k1_ H265/264 

  V2 xxxxx_k1_ H265/264 

ANT-25xx V1 xxxxx_60_0_ H.264 

 V2 xxxxx_60_0_ H.264 

 V2 xxxxx_L60_0_ H.264 

 v2 xxxxx_F60_1_ H265/264 

 v4 xxxxx_F60_1_ H265/264 

 

So, for example:  

 

 

ANT-2000 with V1 xxxxx_80_0_ cannot be upgraded to   

a) V2 xxxxx_80_0_  

or  

b) V1 xxxxx_80_1_ 

 

As a) is V2 and b) is for a different family of encoders, note the 80_1_ at the end. 

 

 

ANT-2200 with V1 xxxxx_80_0_ can only be upgraded to   

a) V1 xxxxx_80_0_   

 

As a) is V1 and b) is _80_0_ which is for this family of encoders 

 

Document info 
Version date author Comments 

0.1 7-May-19 David M first draft  

0.2 30-May-19 David M Grammar corrections 

0.3 4-Jul-19 David M Added 2400B k1 identifier 

1.0 3-May-23 David M Added why files are not in folder 

 

For further help and advice please contact Antrica on: 

Email: support@antrica.com 

Phone: +44 1628 626098, during UK office hours, and 

ask for technical support 

 


